
Tools for configuring and troubleshooting network connectivity

 Connections
The Linux command line provides a powerful collection of utilities  

for configuring and troubleshooting network connections. This article 

rounds up some new and old networking commands.  

By James Mohr and Joe “Zonker” Brockmeier

fault tool for configuring network interfaces. 
However, ifconfig is often considered obso-
lete, in that newer tools are provided for 
systems running kernels newer than 2.0. 
The ifconfig command is still available as 
part of the net-tools package, however, and 
in all likelihood, it is automatically installed 
on your system.

On newer Linux systems, you also get the 
ip command. More than just a newer version 
of ifconfig, ip is the workhorse of the new 
generation of network tools. Not only does it 
integrate the functionality of several older 
tools, but ip also provides a unified syntax 
across all the various functions. In contrast, 
the utilities provided by the net-tools pack-
ages are a patchwork collection of tools that 
were developed individually over many 
years. (See also the “ip and ifconfig” box.)

The ip command is part of the iproute 
package. The similarity between the tools in 
this package helps you master the configura-
tion of your network more quickly because 
you do not need to learn different syntax op-
tions for different functions. Furthermore, 
you don’t need to remember which utility 
does what because, for the most part, ip inte-
grates the capabilities of ifconfig, route, and 
arp into a single tool.

The generic usage is

ip [OPTIONS] OBJECT [COMMAND]

where OBJECT is something like ip for your 
IP configuration, link for a network interface, 
addr for your IP address, route for routes, 
and so forth. (The ip command also supports 
several other objects – see the ip man page 
for more details).

Linux and other Unix-based systems 
often offer several alternatives for 
solving a single problem. Although 
this approach can be confusing to 

some novice administrators, it is one of the 
defining features of 
the open source envi-
ronment.

The networking tool 
collection is no excep-
tion to this practice. 
You’ll find an array of 
useful tools – some 
overlapping and some 
unique – for configur-
ing, managing, and 
troubleshooting net-
work connections.

In this article, we 
highlight some favor-
ite tools in the net-
working collection. Of 
course, a full descrip-
tion of the complete 
TCP/ IP networking 
environment could fill 
a very long book. 
Here, we assume you 
have some basic 
knowledge of TCP/ IP 
networking concepts 
such as routing, ad-
dressing, and name 
resolution.

Interfaces
The ifconfig command 
was, and still is on 
many systems, the de- Le
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In the context of the ip command, a “link” 
is a network device, real or virtual, and to 
display the details of a specific interface, you 
might enter the following:

ip addr show dev eth0

This command might give you something 
like the output shown in Figure 1.

In most cases, the default argument is 
show, which displays the basic parameters of 
the given object. The default behavior is to 
display the information for all objects if none 
is specified. For example, ip addr will show 
(i.e., display) the address information about 
all network interfaces. If you want, you can 
use list instead of show. (Most users think 
about “listing” devices rather than “show-
ing” them.)

This form of the ip addr command is com-
posed of three parts: show dev eth0. You 
could say that the command-within-a-com-
mand is show with dev eth0 acting as argu-
ments.

If you want to add a virtual interface called 
eth0:1, the command would look like:

ip addr add 192.168.1.42 dev eth0:1

In this case, you can think of 192. 168. 1. 42 
dev eth0:1 as arguments to the add com-
mand. This example adds the IP address 
192.168.1.42 to the device eth0:1.

With the ip command, you can also enable 
and disable interfaces (i.e., bring them up or 
down):

ip link set up dev eth1

In this example, the command is set; set and 
view are the two options the link object ac-
cepts.

The ifup command is another option for 
starting up a network interface. This com-
mand is actually a shell script that is used by 
the /etc/init.d/network file to bring up the in-
terface when the system first boots, although 
you can also run it manually. As you would 
expect, there is also an ifdown command, 
which is a symbolic link to ifup.

If you call the ifup man page, you will 
find several other links to ifup, one of which 
is ifrenew. This command is used to renew 
the DHCP lease on the specified interface. 
However, it does not actually shut down 
and restart the interface. Another useful 
command is ifstatus, which, as you might 
guess, provides status information on the 
given interface.

The ifstatus command provides signifi-
cantly more information than ip addr show. 
As you can see in Figure 2, ifstatus outputs 
information on routes configured on the de-
vice, as well as other important details.

routIng
If you were to imagine network traffic as 
something like a letter that you’re sending to 
a friend, you would know their name (host-
name) and address (IP address), and all you 
would need to do to get the letter to your 
friend is address it, put a stamp on it, and 
stick it in the mailbox (gateway). However, 
between your gateway and the friend’s gate-
way, the letter has to be routed between you 
and your friend.

The post office maintains a set of routes to 
deliver letters, and hosts on the Internet 
maintain routing tables to send packets to 
and fro. Usually, the only route you have to 
worry about is the default gateway for your 
system. On your home LAN, this is the 
modem or DSL router that connects you to 
the Internet. For example, on my home net-
work, the default route is 192.168.1.254.

The need to define network routes manu-
ally has decreased through the years. Most 
home and office networks today provide dy-
namic IP address assignment through DHCP, 
which includes information on the default 
gateway for the network.

Even if you explicitly define your network 
configuration – at installation or through the 
resident configuration utility for your Linux 
distribution – the tool typically asks you to 
specify a default gateway, and the rest of the 
routing happens automatically. 

However, for complex network configura-
tions, such as computers with multiple net-
work interfaces or routed networks with 
multiple paths, you might occasionally need 
to add information directly to the routing 
table – for configuration, optimization, or 
troubleshooting purposes. If your system 
loses or doesn’t have a default route and it 
isn’t a gateway, then you’re not going to be 
delivering any packets.

The traditional method for adding and 
managing routes is the route command. The 
ip route command is a more recent alterna-
tive with similar functionality. Adding a 
route with the route command will look 

The ip commands are typically 
more complex than their ifcon-
fig equivalents. For example, to 
display the configuration of the 
eth0 interface, the ifconfig com-
mand is simply ifconfig eth0.

ip and ifconfig

Figure 1: Output of the ip addr command.
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192.168.42.0/ 24 network:

route add ‑net 192.168.42.0 U

  netmask 255.255.255.0 U

  gw 192.168.1.254 dev eth1

Now traffic headed to 192.168.42.0 will go 
through eth1. One caveat – this all goes away 
when you reboot. Static routes set by hand 
are not persistent by default. The kernel will 
“forget” everything unless you make it per-
manent. How do you make the routes perma-
nent? This is, unfortunately, a bit more com-
plicated. Different distributions set their net-
work configurations differently – and have 
different tools for configuring the network 
configuration.

For example, if you’re using Red Hat or Fe-
dora, you will find networking scripts under 
/etc/sysconfig/network‑scripts, whereas De-
bian-based systems keep their information 
under /etc/network/interfaces. If you’re using 
a desktop system, you might want to use 
Network Manager to make changes rather 
than using text files.

Users on openSUSE or SUSE Linux Enter-
prise Systems should use YaST2 to make 
changes. Bottom line: If you need to set up 
persistent routes, you’ll probably want to 
consult your distribution’s documentation.

names to numbers  
and back
The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) con-
verts a host’s IP address to the hardware ad-
dress or MAC address permanently assigned 
to your network adapter at the factory. His-
torically, the ARP tables were read and man-
aged by the arp command. You might not 
often need to touch arp, but it’s handy to 
have the option of monitoring and managing 
the way your system handles address resolu-
tion. Note that you only have ARP informa-
tion about “neighbor” hosts on your net-
work. If you have a private 192.168.1.0/ 24 
network, you can use arp 192.168.1.71 and 
get something like Figure 4.

If you haven’t pinged or interacted with 
the host previously, you won’t have anything 
in the cache, so you can have two machines 
sitting next to one another on the network 
that have no ARP cache entries for their 
neighbors. If you ping the machine, you’ll be 
able to get the ARP entry, which will include 
the MAC address under the HWaddress col-
umn. Not surprisingly, the ip command pro-
vides a replacement. The object, in this case, 
is neigh for “neighbor.” (See the “Shorthand” 
box for more information.)

something like this:

route add ‑net 192.168.42.0/24 U

  gw 192.168.1.99

Doing the same thing with the ip command 
would look like:

ip route add 192.168.42.0/24 U

  via 192.168.1.99

As you can see, the format is basically the 
same as when you added IP addresses. In 
this case, the object is a route and the com-
mand is add. 

Note that both commands add the route 
for a range of IP addresses (192.168.42.0/24 
– in CIDR format), and this route is assigned 
to a router address – with the gw (“gate-
way”) argument in the route command and 
the more intuitive via with ip route.

If you enter the ip route command without 
any modifying arguments, you are shown the 
list of configured routes. Although this is not 
any simpler than running route, I think the 
output is a little more useful. For example, 
the output for the default route shown by ip 
is:

default via 192.168.2.1 dev eth0

whereas the output for route is more elabo-
rate (Figure 3).

With the use of route and ip, you can 
hand-configure routes aside from the gate-
way. Suppose, for example, that you have 
two interfaces on your machine and want to 
ensure that the eth1 interface is used for the 

Figure 3: The route command displays routing table entries.

Figure 2: Viewing status information with ifstatus.
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This option will send a predetermined num-
ber of packets without waiting for a re-
sponse. To send more than three, you’ll need 
to use sudo or be root. The preload option is 
specified with ‑l, like so:

ping ‑l NN 192.168.1.99

Replace NN with the number of packets that 
you’d like to send.

Finally, you might want to change the 
Time To Live (TTL) option using the ‑t op-
tion. TTL is the maximum number of routers 
that a packet can travel before being thrown 
away.

Admins sometimes need to check the route 
a packet takes to its destination. Just because 
you can’t reach a site doesn’t mean the prob-
lem is on your network or the destination 
network – sometimes the problem is some-
where in between.

For example, say you can’t reach Woot.com 
for some reason. It could be that Woot.  com is 
down, or that you have a networking issue 
on your side. Or, the problem might lie be-
tween your network and Woot.  com’s net-
work, and one way to figure this out is by 
using utilities to trace the path that packets 
are taking.

The traceroute command and the newer 
tracepath utility provide this information. tra‑
cepath is part of the iputils package that also 
includes ping. Although traceroute is the 
older utility, it has many more options than 
tracepath. Essentially, the only thing you can 
pass to tracepath is a destination port num-
ber. On the other hand, traceroute allows you 
to specify time-to-live values, maximum 
hops, a specific interface to use, and many 
other options.

The basic syntax is simple enough: Use 
traceroute host and you’ll see a listing of the 
hosts between your computer (or the sys-
tem you are running traceroute on) and the 
final destination. Because you’re using 
traceroute to check for overall latency and 
problems, if a host returns * * * but the 
packets are reaching their destination, this 
is OK.

The maximum TTL (number of hops) is 
usually set to 30. You might have more than 

The arp output for a specific host might 
look something like

192.168.2.67 U

  ether   00:80:77:b8:1f:f6   C U

  eth0

where the output from ip neigh would look 
like:

192.168.2.67 dev eth0 U

  lladdr 00:80:77:b8:1f:f6 U

  REACHABLE

Both commands output the IP address 
(192.168.2.67), the Link Layer address 
(lladdr 00:80:77:b8:1f:f6), and the physical 
device (eth0) that connects to this address.

troubleshootIng
Once you have finished configuring the net-
work, you might need to check to ensure 
that packets can reach remote hosts. The 
ping command verifies that the networking 
system can successfully support communi-
cation with another computer on the net-
work. You can specify either the hostname 
or the IP address:

ping 192.168.1.99

The output shows a report for each packet in 
an unending list that includes information on 
whether the attempt was successful, along 
with response times. Although this continu-
ous output can be useful for testing purposes, 
it is easily ended with Ctrl+C. To limit the 
number of packets, use the ‑c (count) option.

You might want to ping using a specific in-
terface to try to troubleshoot networking 
problems. For example, if you have a server 
with two or more interfaces, you can specify 
the eth1 interface to use with ping ‑I eth1 (re-
place eth1 with the name of the interface 
you’d like to use).

The ping command also allows you to set 
the interval between packets. The default is 1 
second for each packet, or to send as fast as 
the system can with the ‑f (flood) option. 

Note that only root can use the flood op-
tion. To specify the interval, use ping ‑i NN 
where NN is the interval. This can be a frac-
tion of a second, so if you want to send a 
ping every half second, use:

ping ‑i 0.5 192.168.1.99

Another option, short of using flood, is to 
preload the number of packets to be sent. 

Figure 4: The arp command maps IP addresses to hardware addresses.
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Other troubleshooting utilities include the 
netstat command (which outputs informa-
tion on connections, routing tables, and in-
terface statistics) or the newer ss utilities. Al-
though ss is part of the iproute package, its 
syntax is different from ip. See the ss man 
page for more information.

combInIng PIng and 
traceroute wIth mtr
A newer utility is mtr, which also has a Gtk+ 
front end called xmtr. Depending on the dis-
tribution you’re running, mtr might or might 
not be installed. mtr is essentially a cross be-
tween ping and traceroute. It combines ping 
and traceroute functions by sending a num-
ber of packets between your host and the 
destination and providing an interactive dis-
play similar to Figure 5.

Here you see that mtr reports the packet 
loss (again, nothing to worry about as long 
as you reach the destination host) and the 
number of packets sent. Also note that mtr 
tracks the average, best, worst, and last times 
for each hop. If you want to have a slightly 
prettier interface, you can use the xmtr inter-
face, which looks like Figure 6.

Like traceroute and ping, you can set the 
interface to use with the ‑i option. Another 
useful option is the report (‑r) option, which 
tells mtr to run a report and then exit. Note 
that the report option is only available with 
the mtr utility.

troubleshootIng dns
The Domain Name System (DNS) translates 
the familiar alphanumeric domain names 
used in email addresses and web URLs (such 
as linuxpromagazine.  com or whitehouse.  gov) 
to and from the numeric IP addresses neces-
sary for TCP/ IP networking. As long as your 
system knows the location of a DNS server, 
this name resolution process happens invisi-
bly; however, sometimes a bit of trouble-
shooting is necessary. Also, sometimes for 
informational purposes, it is important to 
know the IP address associated with a do-
main name or the domain name associated 
with an IP address. 

A pair of classic Linux utilities that allow 
you to query the DNS system are nslookup 
and host, both of which are part of the bind-
utils package. nslookup provides more func-
tionality and more extensive output than 
host; however, nslookup is considered out-
dated and less capable than some more mod-
ern equivalents.

A powerful and popular DNS tool in use 
today is dig, which is short for “domain in-

30 hops between yourself and the final host. 
To change this, use the ‑m option, like so:

traceroute ‑m 35 linuxpromagazine.com

This line would increase the number of hops 
to 35. Adjust as necessary.

Again, you might need to use traceroute to 
debug specific interfaces on a machine. To do 
this, you can use ‑i (interface), ‑s (source ad-
dress), or both options. 

A machine could have two or more IP ad-
dresses without actually having more than 
one interface, or each interface might have 
its own address. Therefore, if you want to 
specify an IP address on a system’s second 
Ethernet interface, use:

traceroute ‑i eth1 ‑s 192.168.1.100

Naturally, you’ll want to replace the IP ad-
dress with the appropriate address. If the 
path of the packets is inefficient or unex-
pected, route or ip route will show you what 
routes are configured. Note that you only see 
the route configured from the local machine; 
it is very possible the problem might lie else-
where.

For example, a given router might be ex-
plicitly configured not to provide any details. 
In that case, tracepath might report “no 
reply.” This situation does not mean you 
cannot connect to the target (which you can 
verify with ping); it simply means the inter-
mediate router is not responding to the re-
quest from tracepath (or traceroute).

The tracepath documentation specifies that 
it is not a “privileged program” and can be ex-
ecuted by anyone. Although this is true, I have 
never had any trouble running traceroute as a 
normal user, except that it is usually not in a 
normal user search path.

Figure 5: Running an mtr query on www.linuxpromagazine.com.
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formation groper.” Basically, dig performs a 
DNS lookup and then shows the results. The 
most basic use is

dig hostname

which should return quite a bit of output, in-
cluding an answer section with the hostname 
and (by default) the IP address associated 
with the hostname.

However, the dig command can tell you 
much more. For example, if you want to see 
what DNS servers the domain uses, run dig 
NS hostname – this command will return a 
list of DNS servers responsible for translating 
the domain name to an IP address. 

In the output, you also see what DNS 
server(s) dig has used to perform its lookups. 
Here, I’m using Google’s DNS:

;; Query time: 40 msec

;; SERVER: 8.8.8.8#53(8.8.8.8)

;; WHEN: Fri Feb  4 17:01:16 2011

;; MSG SIZE  rcvd: 138

The SERVER is 8.8.8.8 – one of Google’s pub-
lic DNS servers. If you can’t look up a host-
name with your default DNS servers, you can 
try using a different server by specifying it 
like this:

dig @8.8.4.4 www.linuxpromagazine.com

which tells dig to use the second Google DNS 
server.

When is this useful? For one thing, you can 
query a DNS server to see if it has informa-
tion that has not propagated to your ISP’s 
DNS servers. This information can be handy 
so you can check whether you’ve changed 

DNS correctly before it propagates by query-
ing the servers directly. Finally, you can use 
dig to find any kind of DNS record. If you 
want to see the MX (mail) hosts for a given 
domain, for example, use the MX directive:

dig MX linuxpromagazine.com

PuttIng It all together
The ping utility is the simplest way of ensur-
ing that you can reach a remote computer. If 
ping works, you can usually assume the net-
work is configured correctly (or at least cor-
rectly enough for the packets to arrive at 
their destination). 

To be sure that everything is configured 
properly, check whether you can reach the 
remote machine with either the hostname or 
the IP address. If you cannot reach it using 
the hostname but you can with the IP ad-
dress, the problem is most likely with DNS, 
so use the dig utility to try that out.

Interestingly enough, if you can reach the 
remote machine with the hostname, but not 
with the IP address, this often indicates a 
DNS problem as well (the entry for that host 
points to the wrong IP address).

If you cannot connect with either the host-
name or IP address, the simplest approach is 
to start with the local machine and work 
your way outward.

The first question is whether IP is config-
ured correctly on the local system. To check 
the IP configuration, use ip addr (or ip a to 
be even lazier). 

Next, you can ping the router to ensure 
that you are connected to it, and, if that 
works, ping another address beyond the 
router to ensure that the router is forwarding 
packets successfully. If you still haven’t iden-
tified the problem, traceroute or tracepath 
should provide clues about where the pack-
ets are getting lost.  ● ● ●

Figure 6: The Gtk+ interface for mtr.

One interesting and useful aspect of the ip 
command is that, when specifying an object, 
you do not need to type the entire object 
name. Several of the objects described in this 
article are abbreviations for the actual objects; 
for example, address is the object and addr is 
just an abbreviation, neigh is an abbreviation 
for neighbor, and so forth.

The command ip l will show you the config-
ured links just as ip link would. Note, however, 
that in a couple of cases multiple objects start 
with the same letter – for example, address 
and addrlabel. If you input just ip a, you are 
shown the addresses rather than the address 
labels. In general, the more common objects 
are recognized first. Also, you can use abbrevi-
ations for commands as well as objects.

Shorthand
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